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ABSTRACT
Artificial immune systems (AIS) and local search algorithms
have remarkable differences in the structure of mutation op-
erators. Thus AIS algorithms may be more efficient at the
beginning of optimization, while local search algorithms are
more efficient in the end, when we need to do small improve-
ments. Our goal is to combine several mutation operators
in one algorithm so that the new algorithm will be efficient
on fixed budget and will reach optimum within reasonable
time bounds.

We propose to select mutation operators used in AIS and
local search according to a specific exponential probability
function which depends on the fitness of the current indi-
vidual. During the experimental study, we constructed hy-
brids from AIS mutation operator CLONALG (Clonal Selec-
tion Algorithm) and RLS mutation operator (Random Lo-
cal Search) and used them to solve OneMax problem. We
compared the proposed method with a simple hybrid algo-
rithm and empirically confirmed the hypothesis that hybrids
are efficient on fixed budget and need only a slightly higher
number of iterations to reach the optimum.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Design and analysis of methods that combine mutation

operators in one algorithm is an actively researched area.
For example, in memetic algorithms, the combination of
evolutionary algorithms and local search is used [4]. Lo-
cal search operators in memetic algorithms may be selected
adaptively from the predetermined set of operators [5, 6].
Hyper-heuristics are worth mentioning as well [1]. A hyper-
heuristic may be described as a new heuristic created by
combining and adapting several simpler heuristics.

Advantages of different algorithms may also be combined
by hybridization. In paper [2], hybridization was used to
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Algorithm 1 (1+1) Hybrid Algorithm

1: x← random bit string of length n
2: v0 ← f(x)/max(f) normalized fitness of the initial indi-

vidual, max(f) — upper bound of fitness value for the
considered problem

3: while (optimum is not found or limit of iterations is not
reached) do

4: v ← f(x)/max(f) normalized fitness of the current
individual

5: With probability of n(−v+v0)

6: x′ ←Mutation1(x) or

7: With probability of 1− n(−v+v0)

8: x′ ←Mutation2(x)
9: if f(x′) ≥ f(x) then

10: x← x′

combine mutation operators of AIS and local search in one
algorithm. In this approach, selection between mutation
operators is performed with constant probability, therefore,
this approach does not make adjustments during optimiza-
tion. We propose a method of fitness-dependent hybridiza-
tion of AIS and local search, where probability of selection
of mutation operator depends on fitness of a current indi-
vidual.

2. FITNESS-DEPENDENT HYBRID ALGO-
RITHM

The general scheme of the algorithms considered in this
paper is (1+1) Algorithm [2]. (1+1) Hybrid Algorithm (see
Algorithm 1) combines two mutation operators (Mutation1 —
CLONALG, Mutation2 — RLS) and selects one of them
according to probability function which depends exponen-
tially on the current fitness. This approach helps to shift
preference between mutation operators from one operator
to another during the optimization process.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The average number of fitness evaluations needed to reach

the optimum is presented in Table 1. The results are shown
for RLS, CLONALG and the algorithms created by hybridiz-
ing the considered algorithms using the exponential proba-
bility function (CLONALG+RLS (exp)) and the constant
probability function (CLONALG+RLS (const)) with prob-
ability p = 0.5. The lower the values are, the better the
corresponding method is. Standard deviation is given in the
rightmost column for each considered algorithm. In order
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Figure 1: CLONALG, RLS and hybrids solving the One-
Max problem

Table 1: Number of fitness evaluations needed to optimize
OneMax by the hybrids and the conventional algorithms

Algorithm Evaluations Deviation

RLS 6.78× 103 1.30× 103

CLONALG 1.69× 104 3.42× 103

CLONALG+RLS (const) 9.50× 103 1.88× 103

CLONALG+RLS (exp) 6.91× 103 1.28× 103

to investigate the results for statistical significance, the un-
paired Wilcoxon test was used with the level of significance
of α = 0.05, then the Holm correction was applied. The ob-
tained p-values were less than 2.5× 10−7 for every possible
pair of algorithms.

Overall, the best performing algorithm is RLS, while the
hybrid algorithm with the exponential probability function
shows slightly worse but still efficient enough results. The
fact that the hybrid algorithms are slightly less efficient than
RLS may be explained as follows. In the end of optimization,
the probability of selection of the inefficient algorithm is
slightly higher than zero and therefore has some effect on
the hybrid performance.

The plot shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the optimization of
OneMax by RLS, CLONALG and hybrids with up to 1000
function evaluations. As we can see, on the interval from 300
to 900 CLONALG+RLS (exp) is the best algorithm and it
is always better than the constant probability hybrid.

Artificial immune systems (AIS) are efficient at the early
stages of optimization, but are outperformed by local search
as optimization progresses [3]. To illustrate that the pro-
posed method demonstrates beneficial properties of both ap-
proaches, we use the drift plot (Fig. 2). In this plot the av-
erage increase of the current fitness value in CLONALG,
RLS and the fitness-dependent hybrid algorithm CLON-
ALG+RLS (exp) is presented.

4. CONCLUSION
We proposed a method that selects mutation operators

from different algorithm classes according to the probability

Figure 2: The drift plot for RLS, CLONALG and CLON-
ALG+RLS (exp) algorithms on the OneMax problem

function which depends exponentially on the current fitness.
It seems that using AIS mutations is efficient only during a
small period at the beginning of optimization, and further
on the probability of choosing an AIS mutation should be
reduced very quickly. Therefore, the exponential probability
function demonstrates higher efficiency than the constant
one. The proposed method is efficient enough on the fixed
budget runs and reaches optimum within reasonable time
bounds. Thus, fitness-dependent hybrids can be used in
situations when it is needed to stop the optimization process
at any time and have a sufficiently good solution.
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